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Reiki Symbols – Reiki Master Secret Weapon To Increase Energy Access

Reiki symbols is Reiki Masters’ secret weapon to boost their energy level or healing energy to the level
needed. Reiki symbols are used during the attunement or healing session. Reiki Masters have more access
to more Reiki Symbols.

Oct. 4, 2009 - PRLog -- Reiki symbols  is Reiki Masters’ secret weapon to boost their energy level or
healing energy to the level needed.  Reiki symbols are used during the attunement or healing session.  Reiki
Masters have more access to more Reiki Symbols.

To become a Reiki Master in 48 hours, go to: http://www.reikihealingmaster.com

Reiki attunement  with self attunement system is included in Chikara Reiki Program.  It is the introduced by
World Famous Reiki Master Judith Conroy. Her system empowers every reiki healer  with all the
knowledge needed to become a reiki master in just 48 hours.

Long time ago, there were hundreds  reiki symbols, but now only a few are known to the public. Among
 the most popular are the  widely known to general public which are are:

1. Cho Ku Rei (pronounced as cho koo ray)

Reiki symbol Cho Ku Rei is known as power symbol. The basic meaning of Cho Ku Rei is placing the
power of the universe where you want it. You can use this reiki symbol to activate chakras, increase the
power of reiki energy or other symbols. Some healers consider this as a power booster to channel the reiki
energy. This symbol could also be used for protection by directly draw Cho Ku Rei on the person or object
you would like to protect.

2. Sei He Ki (pronounced as Say Hay Key)

Reiki symbols Sei He Ki is used for cleaning purpose. This symbol works at  mental and emotional level.
General translation of this symbol is the unity of God and man. Reiki healers use Sei He Ki to clean mental
and emotional problems such as fear, depression, sadness, as well as physical health problem. Reiki symbol
Sei He Ki could be used to enhance memory and to help heal drugs, alcohol or smoking addiction. Reiki
practitioners usually draw this symbol directly to the patients and their body parts during the healing
session.

3. Hon Sha Ze Sho Nen (pronounced as hon sha zee show nen)

This reiki symbol is know as the distant healing symbol. The true meaning of this reiki symbol is there is no
limitation on time and distance. Reiki practitioners draw this symbol for healing from a distant,   without
 personally meet the patient.

Reiki symbols are the secret weapon that Reiki Master and Reiki practitioners use for specific purpose.
They work well with drawing or visualization at certain level. If You notice, there is a Cho Ku Rei symbol
on each of the jet engine on most airplanes.

To become a Reiki Master in 48 hours, go to: http://www.reikihealingmaster.com
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